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35.8 cm carcase height

60/90 cm carcase width

stainless steel col. or black

flush with front

metal frame profile 18 mm

with decor tray 16 mm

Wall unit shelf system oneQanto

to be used in the corner area 65 × 65 cm

the function corner contains trays which can be moved up 

electrically incl. LED-lights

continuously adjustable

incl. clamping protection

load capacity top and middle tray: 10 kg

load capacity bottom tray: 15 kg

2 finishes

 - two trays for small appliances and storage

 - three trays for storage
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Stonewall light

Stonewall dark grey

Sahara orange

Casablanca natural

Sahara grey

Casablanca blue

Buttercup

black matt

Black with black tinted glass and diamond pattern

stainless steel col.

Stainless steel col. polished with mastersoft-glass

Marrakesch red Marrakesch blue Marrakesch grae

Metal framed doorRecess back panels with print motif

Skid support
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Floor level doors

Illuminated base shelf LED with frosted glass and LED handle profile - down 

with colour temperature change

With LED handle profile - down 

one-sided light emission with colour temperature change

Wall unit with LED handle profile – down

Waste system ÖkoUniversal
Universal supports for glass  
or concealed fixed shelves
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Two part sliding door / lift door 
with two opening functions:

1.   The bottom door with handle strip can slide up 

and disappear behind the top door. 

2.   Both doors can be lifted upwards.

  Top door with integrated LED light band on the 

bottom edge

 With linear LED interior lighting 

Features for SlightLift:

1.  Wall- and open shelf unit all in one:  

Open and closed an eye catcher.

2.   Integrated light control

3.   Atmospheric light = Your kitchen with 

 atmosphere

Integrated light control unit  
with the following functions:

1.   Doors closed = door lighting on 

Lift the door upwards, door lighting on

2.   Bottom shelf open = door lighting on interior lighting off

3.   Lifting of doors = door lighting off interior lighting on

1 2

3

Available from week 42
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Dark ashgrey

Beech Anti-slip mat and cutlery tray

Interior organisation system Modern Country

Fine pearl texture with 

 soft-feel surface and  

 improved anti-slip effect.
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Pull-out socket tower stainless steel col.

Graphite Shiny polar white

Orange Lime

Carcase

Surrounding
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Cognac vintage oak effectNatural vintage oak effect Grey oak effectNougat oak effect White matt

Magnolia matt Cashmere matt Lava grey matt

Stainless steel coloured

Luna darkBasalt grey matt

Worktops

Front overview Handles

Graphite

Graphite Graphite

Graphite (ART)

Putty concrete graphite

Putty concrete 
graphite (ART)

White

Nougat oak (ART)Cognac vintage oak 
(ART)

Natural vintage oak 
(ART)

Grey oak (ART)

TORONTO PG1 
Laminate/synchronous pore resp. woodstruktur

COMET PG1 
Laminate structured

MALAGA PG2 
Laminated matt

Black (ART) 

Polar white (ART)

LASER SOFT PG1 
Lacquer laminate ultra 
matt 

OXFORD PG5
Laminated/ash effect 
lacquered 

BRISTOL PG6
Ash lacquer real wood frame  
veneered center panel 

UNO PG0
Laminate/fine structured
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As with immediate effect all wooden products of the 
complete Häcker Küchen model range will comply with 
the high US-American standards regarding permissible 
formaldehyde threshold values and at the same time, will 
once more clearly undercut the European specifications.

Sustainability is the basic principle of the Häcker 
corporate strategy and also the benchmark for long-
standing business success.

Through careful selection of timber materials and 
suppliers, Häcker Küchen succeeded in complying with 
the emission guidelines according to CARB2 93120 
and TSCA title 6. The maximum values of the European 
guidelines for emission class E1 are adhered to, or rather 
significantly undercut.

Corporate responsibility is self-evident for Häcker 
Küchen. With PURemission, Häcker is setting a new 
exceptional standard in the kitchen furniture industry.


